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Hello everyone. This is the second version of our
reopening guide and we wanted to once again, provide
information for you to ponder over before opening your
doors. As a personal note, I’d like to thank you for your
continued resilience. As we pass the 1 year anniversary
since this all started and I’d like to take the time to
recognise your patience, determination and creativity to
your responses to our collective responsibility within
this pandemic. I’ve seen some fantastic innovation in my
time with the company and love hearing your stories as
local, community champions.
Whether you’re opening on the 12 April or May 17, we
want to give you the perfect guidance and advice to
reopening safely and sensibly The majority of the
information in this guide is still relevant and so will stay
exactly the same, however, we have updated certain
points for example PAGE X EXAMPLE, PAGE X EXAMPLE
& PAGE X EXAMPLE.
As you reopen, I’d like you to think about our three step
reopening campaign:
Open safely
Please read all guidance on reopening safely, focusing
particular attention to your properties and cellars. Please
ensure you start to look at operational practices as soon
as possible to allow buffering time should things be a
little rusty or need fixing. If you have any maintenance
issues, please ensure you are logging them as soon as
possible to our helpdesk and property team to ensure
sufficient time is available to help.
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Welcome
A warm welcome back
from Peter Wells.

Property
Reopening guidelines for
your pub.

Operational Practice
Reopening guidance for your
operational practises.
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The Cellar
Reopening advice around your
cellar and beer quality.

Marketing
Marketing & communication
advice including ideas for
reopening.

Contacts & Index
A handy list of all contacts
you’ll need.

Operate with care
We’re used to the guidance and guidelines from the
government, but a friendly reminder that you must still
stick to these rules. These include all staff wearing masks
at all times, table service only and 2 meter distances
between guest tables. Frequent cleaning and hand
sanitization of tables and staff is imperative.
Open communication
As always, we promise to be transparent and open
with you. We will continue to commit to frequent
communication from us to you throughout.
We are a limited team, but we are here for you, our pub
partners. Please do not hesitate to contact us if you have
any questions or queries.

S.Couchman

Shirley Couchman | Retail Director
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find
supporting
documents
online

This sticker will feature throughout the guide.
Supporting documents will be online and be
able to be found at wellsandco.com under the
Covid-19 Info for Pub Partners tab.
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PROPERTY
reopening your pub safely
As a first port of call, we would advise you to visit
the Government website & read the guidelines issued
around working safely during Covid-19 in shops and
branches.
We are aware that your pubs have stood still for a
period of time, therefore it’s critical that you look at the
following points before opening. These are in line with
health and safety procedures and will need addressing
before you reopen the doors. The guidelines below are
practical tips and reminders in regard to the property
and equipment itself. Please find suggestions around
ordering and service in the marketing section of this
document.

PROPERTY
Looking after your pub so it is safe
for you and your customers

In these difficult times, when you have many things to
think about, we felt it important to send you a reminder
that you must continue to protect the health, safety
and wellbeing of yourself, your immediate family
and any other persons that are currently living in the
property by undertaking compliance testing. Even
though the property is closed to the public, you are still
deemed to be the responsible person in daily control
of the property and you still have a duty of care to all
occupants so, in order to assist you, the guidance below
should be followed:

fire alarm &
evacuation procedure
Make sure you continue to test your fire alarm by
activating the sounders on a weekly basis and recording
this in the fire logbook. You should use a different break
class call point on a rotation basis to ensure that they all
activate. If they fail to sound, you should call your service
engineer immediately or, where this is covered by Wells
& Co. through your service charge, call the Customer
Support Team on 01234 279105.
Make sure that you rehearse your evacuation procedure
and that every occupant of the property knows what the
“drill” is; what they need to do in the event of fire and
where they need to go to a point of safety. If any new
occupants move into the property and/or you need to
change the escape routes/procedure, please make sure
this is communicated to everyone in the property.
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when should you consider
performing your tests?
Risk factor. After you have tested your emergency
systems, your building is vulnerable as the system’s
battery may be depleted. Aim to test your systems at a
low risk time so they have time to recharge.
Effectiveness. Make sure your test will deliver reliable
results. As an example, testing your lighting system in
broad daylight might not be a good idea because you
won’t be able to gauge its efficancy.

portable fire equipment
It is important to ensure that you have the correct
extinguishers in the correct locations and that these are
serviced, maintained and in date. If they are not, you
should call your service engineer immediately or, where
this covered by Wells & Co. through your service charge,
call the Customer support Team on 01234 279105.
Remember that extinguishers should only be used by
suitably trained personnel and that in no circumstance
are you to put anyone at risk – if in doubt get out and
stay out.
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PROPERTY

PROPERTY
unoccupied property

Legionella testing
& monitoring
occupied property
The most important thing is to carry out and record regular risk assessments; set temperature controls for water
storage; safely flush out any systems which have been inactive; ensure pipework is clear of debris; not to tamper with
water/heating systems and to regularly clean any shower heads. The form below is a useful guide to assist with the
recording of all tests you should undertake.

Item

Flush through all taps
and shower heads, which
are not being used, for 1-2
minutes

Frequency

Date of Inspection

Name/Signature of
Person Inspecting

Weekly

Take temperatures from
the sentinel* hot and cold
water taps and confirm
the hot water is above 60
degrees and the cold water
below 20 degrees within
one minute

Monthly

Check the thermostat on
the hot water producing
appliance(s) are set at a
minimum of 60 degrees

Monthly

Showers and spray taps
– dismantle, clean and
descale all removable
parts, heads, inserts and
flexible hoses where fitted

Quarterly

Visible inspection of all
accessible parts of the
water system to check for
any obvious damage to
pipework, taps, cold water
storage tanks etc..

Quarterly

Where a property is not occupied on a long-term basis
the hot water supplies should be switched off. The
water should be left on to ensure that the water system
does not dry up (as this could cause seals to dry and leak
when refilled). Remove any shower heads to prevent any
aerosols being created.
Ideally, if possible, the water system should be managed
on a weekly basis as per the above ‘Occupied Properties’
flushing procedure with the hot water left switched off
but still flushed through. No additional measures after
that should be necessary.
If that is not possible and the property will not be
accessed for a long period, then an enhanced flush will
be required prior to reopening/reoccupation and the
following should be completed.
• Switch on the hot water and ensure it is set to
above 60°C (if possible, temporarily set the hot
water to 70°C for at least 2 hours).
• When the hot water is fully up to temperature
ensure that all hot and cold taps are run through
for a minimum of two minutes each. (turn on the
taps slowly at first or wrap a cloth around the tap to
reduce any aerosol being created as far as possible.
• Be sure to include all water supplies including
outside taps, irrigation systems, steam ovens and
wash down attachments and sinks in cellars.
• Remove any shower heads before flushing and flush
without the head attached to reduce any aerosol.
• Ensure that the shower heads are thoroughly
cleaned before putting back on and flushed through.
If cold water storage tank/s are installed in the
building the tank/s should be accessed and visually
inspected to ensure they remain in a hygienic and
clean condition. (Tanks that have been left for very
long periods without any tap flushing may have a
film on the water surface and a mouldy smell. If this
appears to be severe, additional assistance from an
external specialist contractor may be required to
clean and disinfect the tank.)

Following completion of the above the water system
must continue to be flushed on a weekly basis if not fully
used (only taps that do not get used weekly).

further advice/guidance
If you need any further assistance, please contact Roger
Bell, Head of Property at roger.bell@wellsandco.com or
alternatively please feel free to speak with our appointed
Water Hygienist Haydn Harris (TED Compliance) at
haydn@tedcompliance.com.

extraction systems
If the only kitchen in your property is the trade kitchen,
which you now purely using for domestic purposes, it is
important that the extraction system is kept safe, clean
and compliant. If this is undertaken by Wells & Co. as
part of your service charge, arrangements will be made
for our contractors to attend to ensure the system has a
valid certificate. If you are responsible for this element,
please speak with your cleaning contractor.
If the system is not being used, we recommend that you
run the system for a few minutes, once a week, just to
ensure that the fan bearings do not seize up.

insurers
If, for whatever reason, any of your compliance
certification becomes invalid, you are strongly advised to
notify your insurers and ask them to make a note against
your policy.
The same applies if you have noted any issues in/around
the property that could constitute a H&S risk and/or a
danger to the public (remember that even though the
pub is closed, you do have a duty of care to trespassers).

The Sentinel taps are defined as the first and last taps on a water distribution system. For hot systems the nearest and
further form the water heater or calorifier. For cold water systems the sentinel will be the nearest and furthest taps
from the cold water storage tanks.
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• Ensure that the hot water is set back to 60°C.
The above procedures can be completed by any staff
working on site, although care must be taken not to
create any aerosols from the flushing. Any persons
affected by any respiratory illness should avoid using
the water systems until fresh water supplies have been
established.
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Non-disclosure of any issue to your insurers could mean
that you may not be insured in the event of a claim being
levied against you – do not leave yourself exposed to risk.
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PROPERTY CONTACTS
Name

Email

Number

Bernadette Myers

bernadette.myers@wellsandco.com

07815 309003

Telesales

pubcosales@wellsandco.com

01234 279105

Roger Bell

roger.bell@wellsandco.com

07817 858630

OPERATIONAL
PRACTICES
Guidance on operational practices
and getting your pub running safely
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OPERATIONAL PRACTICES
general house keeping

operational changes to
think about

trade areas
• Keep areas ventilated by opening windows for a few
minutes each day to allow a flow of air
• Run any extract fans to ensure the bearings don’t
seize up
• Run glasswashers through a few cycles and sanitise.
• Clean out bottle cabinets and sanitise

trade kitchens
• Clean out all fridges and freezers
• Check all grease traps are emptied

cellar
• Where possible and once stock removed, clean and
sanitise floor
• Run the cellar cooling, to prevent the bearings from
seizing up
• Wash down walls and ceilings
• Where installed, ensure sump pumps are operating
correctly
• Clean through beer lines
• Where safe to do so, open cellar drop to allow
cellar to ventilate for short periods
We need you to ensure that your pub is safe to reopen
in line with Government advice and guidance. Please take
a look at the below in order to think about changes to
operations and floorplans, one way systems, entrances/
exits etc. in order to comply with 2 metre social
distancing rules.

the pub itself
Assess the following for customers:
• How many entrances/exits do you have? Do you
have outdoor space?
• Removal of all bar stools and furniture within 2
metres of the bar
• Assess clear and safe passing spaces

garden areas
As you will have heard the government are keen to
make use of garden spaces and outdoor areas. Please
remember to:
• Space tables at 2 metres apart in all possible
directions
• Have a hand sanitise/hygiene point accessible
• Consider one way routes to gardens
• Consider one way routes to toilets
• Consider accessibility requirements
• Please consider extra bins
• Could you consider an outside bar?
Please ensure you have a license to sell alcohol from an
outside bar in your garden. If you are unsure if you do
have one, please speak to the Wells & Co. Commercial
team.

the bar
You will need to consider how you are going to work
through serving/pouring drinks ensuring staff and
customers are adhering to the 2 metre rule at all times.
Please also consider to:
• Check fridges are at correct temperatures
before restocking
• Ensure hygiene/sanitise stations are available for
bar staff
• Check and run through the glasswasher a few
times before washing glassware
• Check your ice machine
• Check and clean pump guns and beer
dispense points
• Please consider the use of plastic glasses

the kitchen
If you are a food pub, you will need to consider how
you are going to work through preperation, cooking
and serving of food, ensuring staff and customers are
adhering to the 2 metre rules at all times. Please also
consider to:
• Start/fire up equipment pre opening to ensure there
is time to rectify any issues
• Turn extractor fans on and run them through
• Ensure hygiene/sanitise station is available in
the kitchen
• Check chef & kitchen team are aware of new
health & safety requirements
• Please consider a collection point for customers to
walk to and collect their food
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OPERATIONAL PRACTICES
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diners. Please communicate this to them and where
possible, before the customer arrives (e.g. email or
social media message)
• Please remove condiments and replace with single
use sachets

cleaning procedures
Frequency of cleaning will need to be upped in line with
Government advice. Please ensure all staff are aware
of the need to sanitise tables and worktops after every
customer has left and before the next customer has
arrived. It might be an idea to add a card to the table to
inform customers it has been cleaned.

hygiene
Please ensure there are ample and sufficient hand
sanitiser or hygiene stations available for all customers at
regular points of the pub.

toilets
Toilets may prove difficult when trying to adhere to the 2
metre social distancing rules. Please consider:
• Closing off/blocking off the middle cubicles/urinals
e.g. every other toilet
• Closing off/blocking off the middle sink if you have
one e.g. every other sink
• Putting a lock on the outside toilet door to ensure
only one person enters at a time (please speak to our
property team before fitting new locks)

tables
Due to 2 metre distancing there will be a reduction of
covers in your pub.
Please ensure you:
• Measure 2 metres between tables (in all directions)
and remove covers where needed. These will need to
be stored in a safe and secure place.
• You might consider putting a time limit on each
table to ensure you can welcome back as many
customers as possible. We would suggest 1 hour
for drinking and anywhere between 1.5-2 hours for
H OW TO R EO P E N A P U B I N A PA N D E M I C, A G A I N
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OPERATIONAL PRACTICES
becoming operationally
safe to work

your staff

OPERATIONAL PRACTICE
CONTACTS

We would advise you remind your staff of the following:
In order to open your pub safely, please consider the
following operational pointers. The following pointers
have been discussed with industry professionals and
adhere to government social distancing rules. Please
consider the following:

• Any PPE requirements
• Location of PPE
• Upping cleaning procedures
• New risk assessment signed document

Entrances & Exits – can you allow one door as an entry
point for customers and one as an exit?

risk assessment

Customer Journey – create a one way system throughout
the pub to ensure 2 metres social distancing rules.
Ensuring customers know this is the expectation of them
before they enter the pub.
Hygiene and Handwash stations – add hand sanitiser
to the tables, or invest in freestanding stations to allow
customers and staff to sanitise frequently

All new procedures need to be formalised and included
in a risk assessment e.g. how you will operate, safety of
staff, safety of customers, observing social distancing
under COVID-19 restrictions. This includes the risk itself
and any actions to prevent and reduce the risk.

Name

Email

Number

Chris Reed

chris.reed@wellsandco.com

07817 016987

David Wilson

david.wilson@wellsandco.com

07970 967748

Richard Bishop

richard.bishop@wellsandco.com

07802 499885

Shaun Matthews

shaun.matthews@wellsandco.com

07973 230798

Perspex Screens – some pubs are looking at perspex
screens placed at order points or tills (please speak to
our property team before fixing any screens to any bars
or tables)
Signage – Display safety information
posters about any operational changes or
expectations of new customer behaviour
around the pub.
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PPE – All staff are required to wear face
coverings unless they are medically exempt.
Order Process – Please consider single use menus. Find
more information on ordering processes in the marketing
section of this booklet.
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THE CELLAR
product range

ordering

Due to likely reduced level of throughput across your
bar range we would recommend the following range
considerations. These are subject to volume and
availability of the beers.
Cask Ale – Be sure that you can sell through 24 pints per
day per line. This is vital for maintaining quality. Its better
to have one ale that is served to perfection than have 3
ales that are out of date and off.
Keg Products –
• 1x Core Standard or 4% Esteem Lager
depending on your consumer requirements
• 1x World Lager
• 1x Craft / Discovery
• 1x Cider
• 1x Stout

THE CELLAR

Our ordering process will remain the same working on a
Day 1 for Day 3 delivery.

pos
Please check your cellars/storage for POS. We envisage a
shortage of POS initially, due to lead times and demand
from suppliers. If you are requiring POS, please speak to
your RDM or call telesales.
Please be aware that we are on skeleton staff and so
these emails may take 2-3 days to be recognised and
processed.

f in d
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matthew clarke/bibendum
We are pleased to annouce our new partnership with
Matthew Clarke/Bibendum as our new wine suppliers. If
you are unaware of this change please speak to your RDM
for more information.

Keeping your cellar operational and safe

spirits
We would suggest including a reduced range of spirits &
minerals in order to increase speed of serve.

minerals & postmix
Coca Cola & Britvic will make contact with you in order
to discuss reopening plans for postmix machines &
products.

H OW TO R EO P E N A P U B I N A PA N D E M I C
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THE CELLAR
Contact

Name

Number

Wells & Co. Pub Trade
Quality Manager

Robin Kaminski

robin.kaminski@wellsandco.com
07970 222748

3 Nations

-

info@threenations.co.uk
03333 209 814

MARKETING
How to communicate to your customers
you are opening safely and are ready to
welcome them back
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MARKETING
Hello everyone (for the second time!) We know how
challenging these times have been and how desperate
you’ve all been to reopen your doors and welcome back
your guests. We want to reassure you that, although
remaining on a skeleton staff schedule, your marketing
team are here to help and support you with reopening
once again and throughout.

digital marketing
Now more than ever, social media is a valuable and important tool – a way to stay on top of the latest Covid-19
conversation and a means through which to communicate with your customers.
This is a small digital guide to help you navigate these challenging times of changes for both pubs and your customers.

We’ve adored watching all of your initiatives and
continued takeaway and quizzes, it’s kept our spirits high
whilst on furlough! Whether it’s April or May, our team
are here to support you with new ordering processes
(such as Pre O Day), single use menus, wine lists or
promotional posters and more.

things to consider
Your audience
These may be the customers you used to know and love but it is important to remember they may not be the same
post Covid-19. Some of your customers may be more fearful than you remember and as such you’ll need to reconsider
on how best it is to communicate with them and what will be important to then once you reopen.

Our mission is to provide you with the tools to instil
confidence in your customers, so that they can visit your
pub and feel safe and secure whilst doing so.

Tone of Voice
What is a TOV? – this is how your brand sounds when it communicates to your customers. It’s important to stick to a
consistent TOV so no matter who within your business is posting it fits within your brand.

This guide will include advice and guidance around
changes to customer ordering, signage of important
advice and communication plus a handy guide of 50+
ideas to try and encourage upselling or bring in those
extra orders.

We appreciate each of your sites has its own persona on and off social media but it is important to remember the
severity of the Covid-19 situation and that whilst it is good to have fun with your customers that we must remain
sensitive to the situation at hand.

As per the Wells & Co. reopening guide, we would also
like you to consider our three-step opening campaign:

Content
Before reopening your site, it would be valuable to assess your current social media content. Is your planned social
media content, campaigns and/or ad buys relevant and appropriate in the current environment?

Open safely
Please read through our guidance on reopening safely
to ensure a smooth transition when you do open your
doors. Our job is to support you with key messages and
designs to ensure your customers feel safe whilst they
are in your pub.

At a time of unprecedented crisis, everyone is watching what businesses say and do. Being seen as opportunistic or
insensitive could result in serious and lasting damage to your reputation.

Operate with care
As before, the customer journey remains dramatically
different. Our job is to help you understand what these
changes might look like and how we can continue to
work with your operational team to ensure customers
are still aware of levels of care and how they can add to
the safety of your environment by following clear rules.
Open communication
From us and from you. Communicating transparently
to your customers about the changes will instil that
confidence in them. We’re here to help you support that
strategy with digital marketing for you to consider
pre-opening and tools for when you open.

Do

Don’t

Use words for community engagement such as
“welcome back to the family”
“Can’t wait to welcome back our regulars”

Smashed / Legless – any terminology to intoxicated
behaviour

Positivity towards new polices – they are in place to
protect us and ours and you and yours

Swearing / derogatory language

Use informative images to make texts as
simple as possible

Personal views on the situation (including politics)
Memes or image that make a joke about the
Covid-19 (inc PPE) situation.

your digital footprint

We are a limited team, but we are here for you, our pub
partners. Please do not hesitate to contact us if you have
any questions or queries.

There is going to be lots to do before you reopen and whilst a lot of that will be about adapting your site to be more in
line with Government guidelines you must not forget about your existing digital platforms.

Tom, Lauren, Chloe & Marie
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MARKETING
Be sure to check the following is up to date or put
online:
• Opening Hours
• Food Service Hours
• Online Menu
• Online Drinks Menu
• Takeaway or Collection
• Order & Pay links
• New Site layout if applicable
• Online Booking System - Have you reactivated your
booking widget? Has it been installed correctly?
Common Platforms:
• Facebook
• Instagram
• Twitter
• Your Website
• Tourist websites you may be listed on
• TripAdvisor

apps & online ordering

MARKETING

The app also allows customers to order click and collect
or delivery from you.

pre o day’s app solution
£50 per month
£80 per month

f in d
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+ STRIPE (payment method) cost 1.4% + 20p for European
cards & 2.9% for non-European cards
Please note, if you choose to take the app, we will pay on
your behalf and you will be billed through your service
charge.
Please find more information on Pre O Day on our
website and contact details at the back of this guide.

in a pub

COVID-19 has forced the hands of many businesses
during the past few months and these will continue to
have a rippling affects across the industry.

Wells & Co. currently work with In A Pub who are a
website provider who specialise in websites specifically
for pubs.

One thing to remember is that going digital doesn’t have
to be scary, its actually very exciting!

Digital marketing has never been so important. It’s the
start of a customer journey and updating customers
quickly and regularly is an important part of keeping
confidence in your business and ensures that they will
visit and return.

Between news articles, industry leaders and examples
of countries already moving through their reopening
processes, one thing is clear. Online ordering will be a
large player in the move to reopening your pub.

Please find more information on In A Pub on our website
and contact details at the back of this guide.

responding to messages

content

Responding to messages is key in driving consumer
confidence.

Below are a few talking points and suggest posts for
social media content.

Ensure you have a person or team dedicated to
monitoring social media conversation.

The aim here is to instil customer confidence! If they feel
confident regarding the situation and how it will happen
there will be less hesitation to make that visit to your
pub.

How you respond to social media messages and
interactions is key to preserving trust among your
customers especially in the case of the Covid-19 outbreak
within your local community.
You should develop coronavirus-specific messaging
this can be around your new guidelines for how, when
and what will happen when you reopen. Address new
booking and ordering processes, it’s important the
team understand so they can relay this to the customer
effectively.
Often, you will need to act fast, but getting your reply
right still takes precedent. Be cautious and meticulous in
every response, no matter how innocuous the interaction
may seem at the time.
Monitor messages and engagement closely, are there
reoccurring questions popping up? You could use this
to drive content to address those areas of concern. Use
images and videos to prove what you are doing, take away
the fear fact of the unknown.
It’s important to understand what your key audience
groups are saying – both in relation to the Covid-19
pandemic and in regards to more general life.

Consumer confidence is key and having multiple menus
on a table isn’t going to cut it. We need clear, clean tables
to allow customers to feel comfortable knowing that we
are taking care of their health.

• New one-way system? Share it online before hand
• New way to order? Tell me about it before I come in
• Communicate often: keep the narrative going, show
your customers how hard you’re working to adapt to
this new situation.
How to do that?
• Share videos of site
• Walk through maps on your social media and
website
• Images of happy staff showing how it’s done
Remember what is your key messaging?
• What has your pub done to keep your staff and
customers safe?
• How do you plan to get your business back to its
best?
• How you have helped the local community during
this time?
• Your products - What beer do you have on?
Reduced menu. Is take away still an option?
• Are you doing any offers or promotions during this
time?
The main things to remember:
• Keep your posts authentic
• Be careful not to jump on bandwagons that may
damage your brand or not suit it
• Keep posts simple, things are already complicated
enough so we don’t need to add to it

So, what can you do?
There are many systems available but we’re going to
focus on Preoday.

pre o day
Wells & Co. have been working with Pre O Day on an app
that is available to you, in order to help with contactless
ordering. This app allows customers to order food and
drink from their mobile device and also make payment.
20
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MARKETING
Check your Facebook & Instagram Insights - both of these offer social media tools offer you incredibly accurate
information about when your followers are most online, this will give you an idea of the best days and times to post
your content.

MARKETING
4. Click across to post types. This will tell you which post type receive the most engagement from your users. For
example, the below gets the most comments and clicks when an image is used with a post.

Here’s where to find it:
1. Go to insights

2. Drop down to posts on the left-hand menu

Use the above to determine what the best day, time and type of post to create for your page. Monitor posts closely to
see if they are having the desired effect, if not adjust accordingly.

facebook advertising
3. Once you in this section you will see the below. Remember this is in Pacific time but a quick Google search will tell
you the time in BST and this is when we would suggest scheduling your posts for.

As a result of Covid-19 and the excitement surrounding reopening it can be tempting to boost your posts and shout it
from the roof top that your open, but is reaching 200,000 people really going to do your business any good?
Regardless of a pandemic or not all businesses should decide on their goals before they start advertising on Facebook,
this will ensure time is not wasted and each campaign is value for money. Some goals can be reached by boosting a post
and others can be reached by creating a Facebook ad. We’ve given you an easy guide below to highlight the difference.
Boosted Post
A boosted post is a post on your pages timeline that you can apply money to in order to boost it to an audience of your
choosing. Boosted posts differ from Facebook ads because they are not created in Ad’s Manager which means they don’t
have all of the same customisation features.
When you boost a post, it will appear in your audience’s Facebook News Feed as an ad. You can also select Instagram as
an ad placement for your boosted post. You can choose a post that’s already present on your Page’s timeline and boost
it very simply. When you boost a post, you’ll select three things:
1. Who you want to reach: you’ll pick a target audience of the type of people you want to connect with
2. Your max budget: you’ll tell Facebook exactly how much you want to spend over the course of your entire campaign
3. How long you want to run your ad: once you click Boost and your ad is approved, people in your target audience will
see your ad in their News Feed for the duration that you’ve set
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facebook ads
Facebook ads are created through Ads Manager and offer more advanced customisation solutions. There are many
advertising objectives to help us reach our specific business goals and the audiences we want to target most.
Where a boosted post may initially optimise for Page likes, comments and shares or overall brand awareness, Facebook
ads can optimise for App Installs, website conversions, video views, shop orders and more.
What more can we do with Facebook ads?
• Choose different ad placements: When you boost a post, you’ll be able to check or uncheck whether or not you
want to place your ad in Instagram in addition to Facebook mobile and desktop News Feed. With Facebook ads, you
get the added benefit of choosing placements in Facebook News Feed side ads, Messenger ads, Instagram Stories and
Instant Articles.
• Use specific ad objectives: Choosing an ad objective early on will help you to focus on which campaign type best
aligns with our current business goals. Boosted posts allows you to focus on website clicks, Page engagement and
local business promotions, but the full ads system in Ads Manager lets you choose objectives such as Store Traffic,
Conversions, and Lead Generation.
• Maintain creative control: With Facebook ads created through Ads Manager, you can design an ad that fits your
goals. Create carousel ads, add specific descriptions and add a call-to-action button that will drive more of your
audience to take action.
• Use advance targeting capabilities: Boosting posts lets you decide on interests, age and gender for your ad
targeting. This helps you reach people who most likely care about your business. With Facebook ads, you can use
more advanced tools to create specific area targeting, overlapping audience types, lookalike audiences (people that
have specific interests in brands similar to yours) and more.

when to use Facebook ads vs boosted posts
It’s important for any business to identify exactly what they’re hoping to achieve with an ad. For example, if you want
audience engagement on your Page or to develop your brand awareness, boosting a post is a great way to maximise
visibility and grow your audience. To create more advanced ad types and campaigns, use Ads Manager.
Example post: Click & Collect
• Method: FB Ads
• Objective: Website Conversions
• Budget: £20

5. Select your audience
It can be very tempting to set this to
your whole area “St Neots” which would
give us a potential reach of 180,000
users. Realistically we know that less
then 3% of that will engage or have any
relationship with our post.
This is why we need to get specific.
Delivery for Click and Collect is 3
miles so we enter the postcode of our
venue… Then we add 10 miles up to the
surrounding area giving us a defined user
audience of 2,600 people.
This number seems incredibly small in
comparison to our previous figure but it
is a much richer audience to us and one
in which will be more likely to dive sales
and orders ensuring we are getting value
for money from our promotion.

1. Create your ad: Enter URL (Preoday website – removes wait for customers)
2. Select your image
3. Edit the text to be short, sweet and direct to the point
4. Select Facebook and other channels (this is to define the ad placement and will link into Instagram, and other feeds as
mentioned above)
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6. Select your budget
There is no need to go crazy with a more defined audience group we want to ensure we are reaching them over a set
period of time, to stagger bookings, reminders of ordering and pre-order prompts.
Setting a budget per day for example £4 for 5 days (£20) will achieve 4 – 18 website clicks a day. If this translates to 10
orders a day of £11 sph in a household of 2 -4 people (£22 – £44) this will quickly add up.

MARKETING
communication &
tone of voice
Inform and Reassure – tell people the steps that you have taken to ensure safety is your number one priority.
Create a sense of calm – we all know the situation and we want to create the best possible experience in the current
circumstances. Letting customers know the journey and changes before they visit the pub, will ensure they feel calm.
The need for a higher spend per head – whilst customers are visiting, we need to try and increase the spend per head. A
simple food offering or basket deal may work.
Bring a friend (socially of course) – could you ask your customers to try and get one of their peer group to like your
social pages.
Reviews – encourage reviews online around your social distancing and safety measures. A recommendation from
someone they trust can mean new trade.
New customers – locals and regulars are important, but how can you try and responsibly attract new trade to the site?
Loyalty – once I’ve got my regulars back once, how can I encourage return visits?

If your main goal is to get your community pub back up and running to the capacity in which we are allowed I would
suggest that you look at your Ad Manager, target those people within a 6-mile radius of your pub that will have a huge
impact on your business.

communication
Please consider your communication strategies & tone of voice when speaking to your customers. For example:

start communicating now
If you are planning on opening in July, start speaking to your customers now. They will want to know your plans so that
they can start making decisions about visiting your pub. Communicate updates via:
• E-marketing
• Facebook/Social Media
• Your website
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When do they visit?
Freelancer. Usually comes in for Friday and Saturday night drinks, or mid-week
entertainment.

customer profile
We would suggest relooking at your current customer base, but also how to attract new ones. The world has changed
slightly as we all know & so it might be an idea to look at how you will communicate to the different types of customer,
rather than adopting a blanket approach. Please find some examples of this below
When do they visit?
Usually comes in for Sunday roast or mid-week lunch.

naomi
age: 25

Spend per head:
Between £10 - £15.

belinda
age: 75

Marketing preference:
Word of mouth (you can reach Belinda through her younger family members who
are on social media). Speak about or even better, a video walkthrough showing your
steps towards safety.

fiona
age: 37

Spend per head:
Between £15 - £20
Caution rate:
Financially medium to low, safety medium to high. Fiona is happy to spend more in
the pub as she hasn’t been for a while but still maintains a high need for safety and
security. She will talk to others about her experience, positive or negative, so it’s
important your safety measures are promoted well.
Marketing preference:
Facebook, word of mouth from other mums. Email.

When do they visit?
Family lunches or mid-week beers with the boys

mark
age: 55

Spend per head:
Between £20 - £25
Caution rate:
Financially low, safety high. Mark has a vulnerable member of the family but would
still like to enjoy the pub experience. Mark expects to see safety messaging, but
perhaps in a less clinical way.
Marketing preference:
Facebook. Email.
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Caution rate:
Financially high, safety medium to low. Has less disposable income than before. May
frequent the pub less due to money implications. Naomi wishes to support the pub,
but may do so less frequently or from a distance. Takeaway or delivery/collection
would be a mid-week or weekend treat. She wants to support the pub, but her
spending habits have changed significantly.
Marketing preference:
Instagram.

Caution rate:
Medium - Belinda is of an age where she has been shielding but has had her vaccine
so whereas before her caution levels were high, we’d say they’re more likely to be
reduced. Good hygiene is still important, but she will be eager to return back to the
pub to socialise.

When do they visit?
Normally visits with the children and other mums or in the evening for wine
with the girls.

Spend per head:
Between £25 - £30

When do they visit?
Short period of furlough, now back at work. Can’t wait to get back to the pub to have
beers with the boys.

conor
age: 20

Spend per head:
Between £30 - £35
Caution rate:
Financially low, safety low. Conor is looking forward to the social experience of
being at the pub. He is likely to buy rounds for his friends and will frequent the pub
often. He will talk to his family about the experience, so ensure what you do is being
communicated clearly so he can speak to others about it to encourage them to visit.
Marketing preference:
Instagram. Facebook.

Even though all of the above groups have differing attitudes, all of them want you to make them feel safe, and if not for
themselves, for their loved ones. You can do this by ensuring and communicating the following procedures:
• Regular cleaning & more of it
• Hand wash and sanitise stations
• Limiting capacity
• Communication of new safety measures
• Spaced seating
Money is tight(er) – a lot of people are working off 80% as they are furloughed with some who have lost income or jobs
overnight. A lot of people are worried about longer term financial implications meaning consumers will be cautious with
their money.
Safety conscious – although some customers levels of caution may have changed over the last year. We still need to
provice a safe environment in your pub.
Digitally savvy – everyone has adapted their ways of working and have had to get comfortable with new platforms
(hello Teams, hello Zoom!) New digital platforms should be a breeze for most people which is why it’s important to use
online ordering if possible saving you labour costs & utilising customer skills.
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Office, what office? - People are now used to working from home and this will have some impact on trade for ‘office
lunches’ and the favourite ‘post work drinks’. Coffee, WiFi and power outlets may be one to consider for the future of
working environments.
The memory of an elephant – people remember how companies respond to a crisis. Reputational management of your
pub and staff during opening will be remembered so ensure it’s a positive experience for all.

takeaway

50+ retail ideas

If you are looking at takeaway, please remind customers
of this service through messaging in the pub, preferably
in a snap frame setting. This can also be replicated online.

driving footfall
1.

physical messaging

f in d
suppo
r t in g
docu
men
o n l in t s
e

Please find a list of signage below that you may want to
consider. To provide you with further support, we have
some predesigned assets for you to make use of, for free.

outside the pub
• An A Board to indicate any changes to normal
procedures e.g. the one way system, booking a table
etc.
• Any changes to opening hours on doors/signs
• Any information on whether the customer needs to
book before visiting the pub
• Entry/exit signs

inside the pub

other marketing messaging

• Arrows indicating the one way system
• Instructions on how to order etc.
• Hand Wash/Hygiene Station
• Reminder to customers to sanitise often
• Clear Table Numbers (if booking online)
• Entry/exit signs
• Toilet signs e.g. one person at a time
• A card that goes on the table to remind customers
that their table has been cleaned/sanitised

• Welcome back message
• Opening hours (if changed)
• We love NHS/Community messaging
• We’d love to see you again
• Recommend us on Facebook!

drinks & food menus
• Single use printed paper (would have to be changed
after every customer) this could include a tick list for
what the customer requires as an order pad
• Whiteboard
• Blackboard
f in d
• Online ordering app
suppo
r t in g
docu
men
o n l in t s
e

toilets
• Clear instructions on the use of the toilet e.g. One
person at a time, every other cubicle is out of action
etc.

garden
• Clearly marked directions to the garden following a
one way system
• Again, considering operational signage including
table numbers, menus, ordering system etc.
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Use Social Media to inform customers about your
changes
2. Create a walkthrough video of the new system in
order to create customer confidence
3. E-Marketing - communicate your safety messages
through your email database
4. Keep online events - Virtual quizzes have gone well
in lockdown. You could spend 5 minutes at the start
of the quiz showing customers around the “new”
customer journey
5. NHS Heroes/Community Saviours - can you run a
competition for customers to nominate a local hero
& the winner’s prize could be a meal or a bottle?
6. Kerb Appeal - how can you make your kerb appeal
the best out there? Is there something your
customers could do to help? There’s been a lot of
knitting & other skills learnt in lockdown!
7. Buy a round for your friend/family/neighbour!
8. Show photos of your staff and you, the landlord/
landlady welcoming them back
9. Share menus online to entice people in!
10. Show off your specials! This could be food or drink
- a point of difference to homecooking or buying
alcohol from supermarkets
11. Use your local PR/Press company to shout about
the good things you’ve been working on during
lockdown e.g charity initiatives or community virtual
gettogethers
12. Ensure your opening hours and any changes are
reflected and communicated on all platforms
13. Add imagery of your safety posters and hygiene/
handwash stations to your social pages & website to
show customers you care about their safety
14. Be clear with messaging - you want customers to
feel safe when they are there, as well as looking
after your staff. Be transparent in your approach to
your new measures
15. Outside signage & A Boards - can you use light
humour on your a Boards to attract attention?
(please remember we are in a pandemic & this is a
sensitive matter)
16. Put out a statement stating you’ve missed your
regulars a lot and provide a timeline of opening
plans with detailed operational changes
17. Some of your regulars will be “old school” - think
about how you can reach and communicate to these
groups of people to enusre they can still enjoy the
pub experience once you open
31
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increase spend per head
18. Upsell via the app e.g. sauces or sides
19. Offer takeaway dessert
20. Advertise takeaway wine (most of our
range cannot be replicated in supermarkets - our
brands are unique!)
21. Advertise takeaway beer
22. Include the use of jugs e.g. 4 Pints
23. Offer promotional deals e.g. 4 bottles of beer for a
set price.
24. Opportunity of “Wine of the week” - to be
consumed onsite or taken away
25. Promote packaged products with an emphasis on
hygiene & safety precautions
26. Look at pre-made/pre-batch
cocktails to either be sold in pub,
or taken home
27. You could consider cooking packs for people to
takehome for another day post pub experience
28. Sell localised products e.g. coffee, honey etc. People
are up for shopping local - bring the shopping
experience to the pub!
29. Could you add the option of
tipping staff or “donating”/
rounding up the bill on the
app platform in order to help
the local pub?
30. Quick food options might be the way forward to
encourage a quick turnaround. Could you consider
sharing platters for speed of service
31. Consider adding nibbles and up your snack game for
drinkers!
32. Cashless payments will become
normal - research shows
people spend more when using
contactless as opposed to cash
as they don’t “see” the money
33. Upsell on glasses of wines to a bottle - the same
with Prosecco
34. Fridays & weekends are generically days where you
would do fizz Friday or Gin promotions - could you
elimnate these for the time being in order to bring in
extra GP?
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encourage repeat visits
& new customers
35. (Virtually) invite a friend! Ask your regulars to invite
their friends to like your social media pages
36. Add the #supportlocal hashtag on Instagram for
followers to find you easily
37. Sign up to Wireless Social (it’s free through us!) to
help with the digital journey for your customers
38. E-marketing - invite those who haven’t visited your
(you can assess this through Wireless Social)
39. Allotments - a lot of people have grown their own
during lockdown - could you invite them to bring in
their ingredients & your chef would prepare a meal
with it?
40. Communicate customers interacting/having fun via
Instagram & Facebok stories
41. Communicate if/when you have new products in!
42. Speak to customers on social media regularly.
Provide them with updates & show your pub
products!

MARKETING CONTACTS
Contact

Name

Number

Tom Foddy

tom.foddy@wellsandco.com

07973 236181

Lauren Troiano

lauren.troiano@wellsandco.com

07773 156785

43. Ask customers to review you on Facebook or other
digial platforms, instilling confidence in customer
safety
44. Video customer’s experiences (with their permission)
to show existing & potentially new customers your
new safety precautions
45. Create a loyalty system - whoever vists the most/
makes the most bookings
46. Recommend a friend scheme - if a new customer
comes in and quotes another customer’s name - the
customer could be added in to a prize draw
47. Competitions - you could run like and share
competitions on social media. Prizes could include
stock e.g. bottles to takeaway, or an experience in
the pub
48. Events such as art club in the pub
49. Make the most of furloughed members of the
community! They have time on their hands and 80%
of their salaries. Can you attract these people in
during the day?
50. Running clubs - lockdown saw a lot of new runners.
Could you contact local running clubs & see if they
can stop for a socially distanced beer post run?
51. Garden area/outdoor seating - there is opportunity
to hire outdoor furniture for pubs. Can you fit these
in, in order to maximise space & therefore encourage
beer garden drinkers during sunnier months?
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CONTACTS & INDEX
suppliers
Please find a list of contacts and suppliers that we recommend for finding products.

CONTACTS
& INDEX
All the contacts for what you may
need to run your pub safely
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Item

Company

Email/Website

Number

Hand Sanitiser

Warner’s

warnersdistillery.com

Please contact your RDM

Hand Sanitiser

Jenolite

sales@jenolite.net

01234 924794

Hand Sanitiser

Zenith

www.zhgplc.com

01707 270260

Hygiene Station

BHMA

www.bhma.co.uk

01353 665141

Hygiene Station

Woodberrys

mail@woodberry.co.uk

01926 889922

Perspex Screens

BHMA

www.bhma.co.uk

01353 665141

Outdoor Furniture
(Buy or hire)

Woodberrys

mail@woodberry.co.uk

01926 889922

PPE

Zenith

www.zhgplc.com

01707 270260

Outdoor Bars

Les Eves

les.eves@ntlworld.com

07973 959092

Framed Tents

House of Tents

houseoftents.co.uk

01473 378226

Marquee

UK Events & Tents

info@ukeventsandtents.
co.uk

01525 713791

Portaloos

UK Events & Tents

info@ukeventsandtents.
co.uk

01525 713791
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CONTACTS & INDEX

marketing

wells & co. contacts

Item

Company

Email/Website

Number

Contact

Name

Email/Website

Number

Printing

Solopress

solopress.com

01702 460047

Telesales

Gurvinder Gill

gurvinder.gill@wellsandco.com

01234 279105

Printing

Dox Direct

doxdirect.com

0808 167 6467

-

Bernadette Myers

bernadette.myers@wellsandco.com

07815 309003

RDMs

Chris Reed

chris.reed@wellsandco.com

07817 016 987

RDMs

Richard Bishop

richard.bishop@wellsandco.com

07802 499885

RDMs

David Wilson

david.wilson@wellsandco.com

07802 499867

RDMs

Shaun Matthews

shaun.matthews@wellsandco.com

07973 230798

Head of Retail Sales &
Marketing

Tom Foddy

tom.foddy@wellsandco.com

07973 236181

Retail Marketing Manager –
Pub Partners

Lauren Troiano

lauren.troiano@wellsandco.com

07773 156785

Online Booking

Website

Pre O Day

preoday.com/contact

-

inapub.co.uk/products/
websites

In A Pub

-

other contacts

Contact
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Website

Number

Licensed Trade Charity

licensedtradecharity.org.uk

-

BII

bii.org

01276 684449
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we’re all in
this together...
just a little
further apart

